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On December 21,1988 Pan Am 103, on its way to New York from London, blew up

over Scotland. All 259 passengers perished and as pieces of the shattered plane fell on the

town of Lockerbie eleven more people died on the ground. The news dismayed but did

not shock the US government, which immediately assumed that these 270 people were

victims of a terrorist attack. For two months there had been warnings of an airline

tragedy. In October, the West German police had rolled up a Palestinian rejectionist cell

in Hamburg. Among those taken was a bomb-maker who was working on devices that

could be concealed in portable tape players. The cooperation between the West Germans

and the CIA had not been exemplary in this case.1 But by November, the CIA's

Counterterrorism Center (CTC) learned from the West Germans that these terrorists

belonged to the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine -General Command , a

PFLP splinter group sponsored primarily by Syria, and had been in the midst of planning

to bomb a US international air career when they were arrested.

The West German information was disseminated widely and quickly in Washington.

The CTC used something called the TERROR LINE alert system to send warnings to all

agencies in the Counterterrorism community that the PFLP-GC had targeted US overseas

air carriers. The Federal Aviation Authority, which was on the TERROR LINE
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distribution list, subsequently passed on this alert to the airline industry in a series of

warnings in November and early December of threats to US civilian carriers.2 Fred

Turco, the chief of the CTC, followed up with private meetings with security personnel

from the three most vulnerable US international carriers, Trans World Airlines, Pan Am

Airways and Delta to discuss the threat posed by the PFLP-GC.3 The information was not

specific as to when but it was believed that the plane would originate in Germany and be

flying to the US. The information did not specify the motive, although the CTC wondered

whether the Syrians had let the Iranians use their Palestinian clients to avenge the

Vincennes incident.4

Tragically the US airline security system proved unable to use this information

effectively. The airport security system had not fundamentally changed since 1973, when

the Nixon administration had mandated 100% screening of passengers and their carry-on

luggage. Checked bags were still stowed in the hold of the aircraft without any screening

and the airlines were still responsible for their own security. In spite of the FAA warnings

and the meeting with the CIA, the three carriers primarily affected did not consider the

threat specific enough to warrant instituting special screening of bags on international

flights to the United States originating from or passing through West Germany. As

investigators would later discover, the booby-trapped luggage that found its way into the

hold of Pan Am 103 had passed through Frankfurt airport.

This act of terrorism caught Washington in transition between the Reagan and Bush

administrations. The CTC faced high-level pressure to solve the puzzle of who was

responsible. "They did not pressure us to come up with a specific answer," recalled

Turco, "but they wanted an answer." At the Coordinating Sub-Group meeting (the

renamed Operational Sub-Group) in late December 1988, Donald Gregg, Vice President

Bush's representative, informed the group that the President-elect had told President

Reagan that he would support an attack on Syria or Iran or any other state sponsor if

2 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004; Mark Perry, Eclipse: the Last Days of the CIA, p. 462
[unnumbered footnote to page 171]; Craig R. Whitney, "Terrorism Alert: A System Shows Gaps," The
New York Times, 21 March 1989.
3 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004.
4 Ibid.



indeed it turned out that they were responsible.5 On December 29, 1988, George Bush

announced publicly his intention to "seek hard" and "punish severely" the guilty parties.6

The US intelligence community immediately had a prime suspect. The bomb and the

nature of the attack seemed to have the earmarks of the PFLP-GC. The Germans had

released the bombmaker of the Autumn Leaves group, Marwan Kreeshat, almost

immediately. He then fled to Jordan. It was possible that he or someone trained by him

had been able to organize this plot. Evidence pointing to the PFLP kept coming in. The

Sixteen men arrested in Germany had ties to another Palestinian terrorist cell in Sweden.

Those terrorists, who had already been linked to bombings in Denmark, had a habit of

buying clothes in one particular shop in Malta, which they later resold to Palestinians

living in Scandinavia. Forensic experts examining the bomb that had brought down Pan

Am 103 reported to the CTC that the bomb had been wrapped in clothing that had come

from the very same store in Malta.7 Nevertheless as the Reagan administration left office,

the government's counterterrorism professionals were not yet prepared to make the call.

It would be up to President George Bush to decide how and against whom the country

would retaliate.

***

George Shultz felt the chilly air of disapproval from the new administration. The

president-elect had announced James A. Baker III as Shultz's replacement in November

1988, while the Reagan administration was still very active on a number of foreign policy

fronts, especially in its relationship with the disintegrating Soviet Union. The incoming

team disliked the Soviet policy that Reagan and Shultz had crafted with Mikhail

Gorbachev and was eager to differentiate themselves from the Reaganites. "They were

determined to make sure this was Bush I and not Reagan III," recalled the former

5 Interview with Oliver "Buck" Revell, 31 January 2004; Revell, A G-Man's Journal, p. 314-15; 370. The
Operational Sub-Group (OSG) had emerged from the Bush Task Force's Senior Policy Group. It was
renamed CSG after the Iran-contra scandal to emphasize that it had a 'coordinating' and not an
'operational' role.
6 Ruth Marcus and John Goshko, "Bush Vows to 'Punish Severely' Perpetrators of Pan Am Bombing," The
Washington Post, 30 December 1988.
7 Perry, Eclipse, pp. 174-175.



Secretary of State.8 On the counterterrorism issue, which Shultz had championed in the

previous Republican administration, this new team seemed much more like Ford II than

anything else.

General Brent Scowcroft returned to the job of National Security Advisor that he had

held under President Ford. Dick Cheney, who had been Ford's Chief of Staff, was the

new Secretary of Defense. The President himself had been Ford's Director of Central

Intelligence. As it had been after Ford replaced Nixon in 1974, terrorism was again

downplayed as a national security concern. "The dominant security challenge,"

Scowcroft later explained, "was still the Soviet Union."9 As a result, "things that were not

related somehow to the Soviet Union, sort of, ipso facto, were not given quite as much

attention."

The new administration's policy-making structure also seemed to treat

counterterrorism as a secondary tool of US foreign policy. Scowcroft established the

Deputies Committee — enlarging and renaming what had been known as the CPPG and

later the Policy Review Group in the Reagan administration — as the principal

interagency group for the development of policy options. By the fall of 1989, following a

failed-coup against General Manuel Noriega, the Deputies Committee added crisis

management to its responsibilities.10 On occasion the Deputies Committee would discuss

counterterrorism matters, but the principal forum was one step lower, the Coordinating

Sub-Group (CSG), an interagency committee that was a holdover from the Reagan

administration.

Although the name remained the same, one subtle change in membership

indicated that the CSG might not have the voice in this White House that its predecessor

had in the Reagan Administration. Ambassador David Miller, who replaced Thomas

McNamara as the director of the NSC's Office of Counterterrorism and Narcotics, was

8 Interview with George Shultz, 18 November 2003.
9 Testimony by Brent Scowcroft, Joint House and Senate Select Intelligence Committee, Hearing on Iraq,
18 September 2002.
10 Robert M. Gates, From the Shadows: The Ultimate Insider's Story of Five Presidents and How They
Won the Cold War, Simon & Schuster, 1996, pp. 458-459.



named the NSC representative on the CSG. In the Reagan Administration, the Deputy

National Security Advisor had rilled this slot.

Yet despite the surface similarities between the Ford and Bush administration's

approaches to counterterrorism, there was a huge difference. The short stint as DCI had

left George Bush with a profound respect for the CIA and its professionals, hi this

administration, the President was intimately aware of what intelligence could do and was

not afraid to use that potential in the national interest.11 Bush inherited a group of very

aggressive counterterrorism professionals from the Reagan period and though the

counterterrorism struggle would not be one of his foreign policy priorities, the President

gave them whatever support they needed.12 The CIA's Counterterrorism Center (CTC)

would be as active and effective - arguably more active and effective ~ in the Bush

administration than it had been under Reagan.

The Pan Am Investigation

The US intelligence community took much longer to solve the central puzzle of Pan Am

103 than anyone could have predicted in December 1988. For President Bush and his

chief advisors 1989 was the year that the world turned upside down. China seemed on the

verge of a democratic revolution, the Poles stared down their secret police, Hungary

avenged Imre Nagy and threw off its socialist chains, the Berlin Wall fell, the Czechs and

Slovaks staged their Velvet revolution, and the Romanians killed their dictator and his

wife. For US counterterrorism professionals, however, it was primarily a year of

competing theories over who destroyed Pan Am 103.

11 Christopher Andrew, For the President's Eyes Only: Secret intelligence and the American Presidency
from Washington to Bush, NY: Harper Collins, 1995, pp. 503-536.
12 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004; Interview with Oliver "Buck" Revell, January 31, 2004;
Interview with Ambassador David Miller, 13 February 2004.



Fred Turco and Oliver Revell each created task forces in their respective agencies

to investigate the case and worked hard to ensure good cooperation between CIA and the

FBI. The Agency and the Bureau also worked very closely with MIS, the British imperial

security service, and the Scottish police which had local jurisdiction. Both governments

invested huge resources to the investigation. The Scots arranged for hundreds of

policemen to walk shoulder to shoulder through miles of fields to recover every piece of

that plane so that transatlantic forensic specialists could figure out who did it.

Despite the temptation to blame Syria, the CTC refused to issue any reports in the

first months of the investigation that unequivocally blamed the bombing on Damascus. "I

stopped three finished intelligence reports that would have made that claim," Turco later

recalled. But the CTC and the FBI did inform the rest of the US government that this was

the direction that the evidence was taking them. Turco presented briefings to the national

security principals with the use of large presentation boards which showed the links of

the various players. Bush, Baker and Scowcroft were intensely interested in the progress

of the case.13 Baker, an accomplished lawyer, showed great skill in following leads from

one briefing to the next. "Maybe he was faking," chuckled Turco, "but it was a good

fake."14

In the early going, President Bush was quite prepared to blame Damascus. "Well,

wasn't it the Syrians?" he asked the chief of the CTC.15 "No, Mr. President," Turco felt

he had to respond. "We cannot be sure yet." Pressure was also coming from the

Government of Israel and Israeli friends in Washington. Israel had its own reasons to

want the United States to punish Syria. The message from Tel Aviv was that Syria had to

be behind the bombing of Pan Am 103.

By mid-1989, Iran had displaced Syria in CIA briefings as the most likely state

sponsor of the attack. There was information from Germany that Iran had paid the PFLP-

13 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004; Testimony of Brent Scowcroft, Joint House and Senate
Select Intelligence Committee, Hearing on Iraq, 18 September 2002.

14 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004
15 Ibid.



GC perhaps as much as ten million dollars to bring down a US airliner in retaliation for

the accidental shoo tdown by the USS Vincennes of the Iran Air jumbo jet in July 1988.

"We believe that Iran's support for radical Palestinian groups, particularly the Popular

Front for the Liberation of Palestine - General Command," the CIA reported in June,

"poses a serious threat to US and West European interests."16 By December 1989, the

CTC was all but convinced that the Iran plus PFLP-GC theory explained what had

happened.17

The Hostage Issue

The turn taken by the Pan Am investigation dovetailed with evidence that the

counterterrorism experts studying Hizb'allah were picking up in Lebanon. There were

nine Americans held against their will by Hizb'allah at the start of the Bush

administration. As of the fall of 1989, there would only be eight. In retribution for Israel's

kidnapping in July 1989 of a powerful shi'ite cleric and Hizb'allah military commander,

Sheikh Abd al-Karim Obeid, Hizb'allah killed Lt. Colonel William Higgins and released

in a gruesome videotape of his execution. "The emotional impact of that in the country

was severe," recalled Scowcroft.18

The Coordination Sub-Group, (CSG), met frequently to discuss the hostage issue.

Some of the faces had changed but the issues were the same as they had been in the

Carlucci-Powell period. Delta Force remained on high alert to perform an extraction if

the necessary intelligence were received. The one substantive difference was that the

CTC did not have the intelligence to offer that it once had. "Hizb'allah got better," Turco

recalled. The always secretive organization had managed to become even more difficult

to penetrate. It appeared that they had scattered the hostages. As result, in the Bush period

the CSG never found itself able to recommend a rescue to the Deputies Committee.19

Only later would the explanation emerge. Hizb'allah, which was in the midst of a

16 CIA, DI, Terrorism Review, 1 June 1989, declassified 7/7/99, CIA FOIA Electronic Archive .
17 CIA, DI, Terrorism Review, 14 December 1989, declassified 7/7/99, CIA FOIA Electronic Archive.
18 Joint House and Senate Select Intelligence Committee, Hearing on Iraq, 18 September 2002.
19 Interview with Fred Turco, 7 February 2004; Interview with Ambassador David Miller, 13 February
2004.



struggle with both Iran and Syria, had more than the Delta Force to protect itself against.

The two countries wanted Hizb'allah to turn over the hostages and Hizballah intended to

keep them as a guarantee that in any future political settlement the radical shi'ite

community would be a participant. 20

The limits on what US intelligence could do frustrated the principals. "I was

frustrated at the lack of judgment capability to help with the hostage problem," recalled

Scowcroft. "We simply could not find out enough about the hostages, who precisely was

holding them, where they were held and so on, to make any attempt at rescue feasible,

because we stood the chance of having more of them killed in an attempt to rescue one or

two."21

Despite this frustration, the Bush administration believed that letting the hostage

situation shape US policy in the Middle East was akin to letting the tail wag the dog. The

Deputies Committee put little if any pressure on the counterterrorism community to

produce better information. This left the CTC convinced that the "the Bush

administration de-emphasized the hostage issue in the hope it would go away."22 The

NSC director for counterterrorism recalled the matter differently. "Bush and Scowcroft

did not need to put pressure on us. I was forward-leaning, so was Fred Turco at CIA, Bill

Baker at FBI (Revell's replacement), General Pete Schoomaker (now chief of staff of the

US Army) and his aide Jerry Boykin at Delta Force (JSOC)."23 One important shift in US

policy was that the NSC worked hard to spare President Bush the "emotional damage"

that Reagan had clearly suffered by getting too close to the hostage issue and especially

to the families. Miller was designated to speak to the families, especially to the tireless

Peggy Say, Terry Anderson's devoted sister. "I must have talked to Peggy Say every day.

I spoke to her when she was gardening; I spoke to her when she was at home...," recalled

Miller.24

20 Ranstorp, Hizb'allah in Lebanon, pp. 116-133.
21 Testimony by Brent Scowcroft, Joint House and Senate Select Intelligence Committee, Hearing on Iraq,
18 September 2002.
22 Telcon with Fred Turco, 24 February 2004.
23 Interview with Ambassador David Miller, 13 February 2004. Boykin is now (summer 2004) deputy
undersecretary of defense for intelligence.
24 Ibid.



The Bush foreign-policy team, unlike Reagan and Shultz, did not view the hostage

issue as a test of US credibility.25 Instead they managed it as an unfortunate byproduct of

the vicious politics of the region. If the various parties could be brought to the table then

the value of the hostages would vanish for the Iranians and the Syrians. After Hashemi

Rafsanjani became President of Iran in August 1989, a low-level dialogue began between

the United States and Iran.26 The Iranians sent messages to Washington through the Swiss

Embassy, which formally represented US interests in Iran, and privately through the

Japanese Embassy. The point of these messages was that Teheran wanted to end its Cold

War with Washington.27 The United States was on better diplomatic, though not

particularly good, speaking terms with Syria, the other major player in the hostage drama

in Lebanon. In the winter of 1990 global and region events coalesced to put Iran, Syria

and the United States on the same side in discussing the hostages.

The ebbing of Soviet power left Syria increasingly exposed. The number of Soviet

military advisors slipped from 4,000 in 1988 to 3,000 in 1989 and was due to be cut again

in mid-1990. Part of what Moscow and Damascus called their thirty year special

relationship was the Kremlin's promise to supply whatever weapons Syria needed to

maintain "strategic parity" with Israel. In early 1990, the Soviets informed the Syrians

that they could no longer provide this level of support. And the Kremlin added that were

Israel and Syria to go to war, President Assad could no longer assume Soviet assistance.

The extremely pragmatic Syrian leader reacted almost immediately to this news by

sending signals to Washington that he was prepared to participate in the peace process

and to help the Americans recover their citizens from Beirut. In mid-March he welcomed

former President Jimmy Carter. On a previous visit in 1987, Carter had worked hard to

get Assad to expel Abu Nidal from Damascus. During this visit, Assad made clear from

the start that he was prepared to help the United States with its terrorist problem in

25 It is remarkable that neither James Baker in The Politics of Diplomacy or George Bush and Brent
Scowcroft in their joint memoir, A World Transformed, mention the hostage issue at all.
26 Elaine Sciolino, "Reports Indicate Mounting Efforts To Free US Hostages in Lebanon," The New York
Times, 6 March 1990.
27 Thomas L. Friedman, "Bush Denies Any Deal with Iran for Release," The New York Times, 23 April
1990.
28 Youssel M. Ibrahim, "Arabs Fear End of Cold War Means a Loss of Aid and Allies," The New York
Times, 6 March 1990.



Lebanon. He and his foreign minister promised "to both locate the hostages and convince

those who might be holding them they should be protected and released." 29

The Iranians also understood that helping with the release of the remaining eight

American hostages would send a useful signal to the Bush administration. Changes in

Iran rather than the tectonic shifts at the end of the Cold War provoked Teheran's interest

in better relations with Washington. The country was still trying to recover from its costly

eight-year war with Iraq. As he consolidated his power, President Rafsanjani sought to

assure his people of economic improvements.

In late February the Iranian leader used the Teheran Times, an English-language

newspaper under his control, to signal that Iran would use its influence to bring about the

unconditional release of the hostages.30 In the past Iran had expected some kind of trade,

whether for arms or for the 12 billion dollars in Iranian assets that the Carter

administration had frozen during the Iran Hostage Crisis in 1979.31 A week later

Rafsanjani underscored his seriousness by sending his brother Mahmoud Hashemi to

Beirut to persuade senior Hizb'allah leaders to give up the hostages. On his way back to

Teheran, Hashemi stopped in Damascus to brief the Syrians and coordinate their efforts

on releasing the hostages.32

The White House had been waiting five years for Rafsanjani to act in this manner.

And, so, it was with understandable enthusiasm that President Bush took a personal call

from President Hashemi Rafsanjani in the first week of March. Unfortunately this turned

to be an elaborate crank call from someone with a peculiar sense of humor. The story

leaked and the Bush administration had to make the embarrassing announcement that the

President had been the victim of a hoax. In the context of Iran-Contra what should have

been dismissed as an early April Fool's joke was read as evidence that this President was

as vulnerable as Reagan to the American naivete about Iranian politics that had produced

the arms-for-hostages fiasco. At the very least the taking of the call had been poorly

29 Ihsan A. Hijazi, "Carter Says Syria Aids on Hostages; Ex-President Tells of Promise by Assad to Spur
Efforts to Gain Their Release," The New York Times, 16 March 1990.
30 Ihsan A. Hijazi, "Signs of Hope for Lebanon Hostages," The New York Times, 27 February 1990.
31 Thomas L. Friedman, "Bush Denies Any Deal with Iran for Release," The New York Times, 23 April
1990.
32 "Iran and Syria Discuss Efforts to Free Hostages," The New York Times, 5 March 1990.
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staffed by the Bush White House. Seasoned Iran watchers argued it was unlikely in the

extreme that the Iranian President would call his US counterpart out of the blue.33

Despite this slight blip, the Bush administration maintained its self-control in its

dealings with Iran. It was administration policy, as set out in NSD 26 of October 1989,

that "a process of normalization must begin with Iranian action to cease its support for

international terrorism and help obtain the release of all American hostages, which will

not be a matter for bargaining or blackmail."34 President Bush and the NSC were aware

that according to the best evidence available in late 1989, Iran seemed the likely culprit

behind the Pan Am 103 bombing.35 Even if the President did not have that in the back of

his mind, he was no doubt affected by the daily reminders of the costs the Reagan

Administration had paid for its Iran initiative. Throughout 1990, Iran-Contra figures were

either in court or preparing for trial.

Washington learned in April 1990 the limits of the control that both Iran and Syria

had over the Shi'ite terrorists in Lebanon. In mid-March Iran's First Deputy Foreign

Minister had publicly predicted in Beirut that all Western hostages would be freed by

January 1991. A month later the Syrians and the Iranians were only talking about

getting a handful released soon. The US was told by the Syrians, who worked

increasingly closely with US ambassador Edward Djerejian in Damascus, to expect the

release of a hostage on April 20. On the eve of this modest release, Hizb'allah

unexpectedly raised the bar and asked that Bush send the Assistant Secretary of State

John Kelly to Damascus to receive the hostage and then to discuss with them the terms

for the release of the remaining hostages.

The President himself publicly refused this request. "The United States does not

knuckle under to demands," he said at a news conference in Florida where he was

33 Elaine Sciolino, "Washington Talk: Hoax Shows the Limits of Personal Diplomacy," The New York
Tunes, 13 March 1990; Thomas Friedman would make this point a month later when the first hostage
release in 1990 hit a snag. See Thomas L. Friedman, "Militants Delay Hostage's Release; Say Move is a
Result of US refusal to Send Diplomat," The New York Times, 20 April 1990.
34 George H. W. Bush, NSD 26, "US Policy Toward the Persian Gulf," 2 October 1989, GHWBL,
35 The "Iran by means of the PFLP-GC" theory to explain the Pan Am 103 disaster was already in the press.
See Steve Emerson and Brian Duffy, "The High-Tech Terrorist," The New York Times, 18 March 1990.
36 Ihsan A. Hijazi, "Iranian Official Says All Hostages May Be Freed within 10 Months," The New York
Times, 19 March 1990.
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meeting with French President Francois Mitterrand.37 Privately, however, the US

government was prepared to send Kelly if the terrorists insisted. "The President's and

Secretary's statements," said Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Robert

Kimmitt at the meeting, "gives (sic) us the flexibility on Kelly going if the Syrians don't
•JO

have any other way around this and ask us to send him." The Syrians did not think it

was necessary. They were confident the hostage would be released in a few days.39 "The

prestige of Syria is involved," a Syrian official told the New York Times on April 21.40

The Iranians also wanted the release to happen. An unsigned article appeared in the

Teheran Times on April 21 stating "hurdles there may be on the way, but it is our hope

that despite all, the freedom of the hostages can become a reality materializing soon." 41

As the Syrians had predicted an American hostage, Robert Polhill, was released on

April 22. Sensing that another release might occur, the Bush administration exchanged

messages with both Damascus and Teheran. To show its appreciation to Rafsanjani, the

United States offered to help the Iranians determine the whereabouts of three Iranian

diplomats who went missing in Lebanon in 1982.42 Other than that no promises were

made by the Bush administration to Iran or Hizb'allah. In a message to Bush the day

before Reed's release, National Security Advisor Scowcroft reiterated the wisdom of this

approach, "[fjor now.. .there is a consensus here and at State that we ought to avoid going

beyond where we are lest we find ourselves negotiating and accepting conditions despite

our many assertions to the contrary."43 A week later Hizb'allah released a second

American, Frank Reed.

At that point the releases stopped for the next 16 months. Even before convincing

Hizb'allah to release Reed, Iran indicated it was returning to its earlier position that the

United States could not expect to get all of its citizens back without paying something in

37 Thomas Friedman, "Militants Delay Hostage's Release; Say Move is a Result of US refusal to Send
Diplomat," The New York Times, 20 April 1990.
38 Minutes, Meeting of the NSC Deputies Committee, 19 April 1990, NSArch-CT.
39 "Summary of Conclusions of Deputies Committee," 19 April 1990, NSArch-CT.
40 Youssef M. Ibrahim, "US Hostage Move Annoys Militants; Refusal to Send Diplomat is Called 'Cowboy
Behavior' in Group's Statement," The New York Times, 21 April 1990.
41 Youssef M. Ibrahim, "Syrian Official Says He Expects Release of Hostage," The New York Times, 22
April 1990.
42 Brent Scowcroft to GB, 29 April 1990, "Possible Release of Hostage Frank H. Reed," NSArch-CT.
43 Ibid.
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return.44 It had taken a much greater effort to get the two Americans released than Iran

had expected. There were rumors that Rafsanjani had to promise arms shipments to Iran's

Lebanese allies to guarantee their acquiescence.45 Dislike of any opening to the hated

West was only one of the reasons why Hizb'allah was inclined to reject requests from the

new Iranian leadership. The Hizb'allah leadership was determined to compel the return of

their fellow fighters in prisons in Kuwait and Israel. The Daw'a group in Kuwait included

family members of some leading Hizb'allah figures. The shi'ite militias within the

Hizb'allah movement also considered the hostages as currency in the dispute over the

future shape of the Lebanese state. Like their rivals, the pro-Syrian Amal group,

Hizb'allah saw the rapprochement of Iran and Syria as a possible threat to their interests.

Despite request from their sponsor for a ceasefire, the two groups continued to fight

through 1989 and much of 1990.46

Rafsanjani's hostage policy also faced challenges at home. His chief political rival,

Ali Akbar Mohtashemi, was superbly positioned to exploit the hostage releases against

him. As Iranian ambassador to Syria in the early 1980s, Mohtashemi had helped build

Hizb'allah. It was Teheran's message to Montashemi instructing him to order Hizb'allah

to hit the United States that Washington had intercepted before the attack on the Marine

Barracks in October 1983. As one of his first official acts as President in August 1989,

Rafsanjani had removed Mohtashemi from the position of Minister of the Interior.

Despite this demotion, Mohtashemi had retained close links to Hizb'allah and used them

to stymie Rafsanjani's efforts to improve relations with the West.47

Given what had happened to Reagan the Bush administration was not inclined to do

much to help Rafsanjani out of his bind at home. Fragmentary evidence suggests that the

Bush administration also made no attempt to use the intelligence community to disrupt

Hizb'allah or moderate its policy on the hostages. If it did, then whatever the CIA tried

had no significant effect. The eventual release of the hostages in late 1991 would be the

result of seismic shifts outside the control of the US government.

44 Youssef M. Ibrahim, "Iran Indicates It Will Seek Release of More Hostages if US Responds," The New
York Times, 24 April 1990.
45 Ihsan A. Hijazi, "Iran reportedly Gave Weapons to Obtain US Hostage Release," The New York Times,
23 April 1990.
46 Ranstorp, Hizb'allah in Lebanon, pp. 119-133.
47 Ibid., pp. 79-80.
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In spite of its lack of success with Hizb'allah, the CTC scored some significant triumphs

against other international terrorist organizations. The struggle with Abu Nidal had by no

means ended in 1988. In May 1989, the CIA and the PLO scored a major success in the

defection of Atif Abu Bakr one of Abu Nidal's closest associates. Bakr was the most

notable of dozens of ANO fighters who fled the ANO and joined other Palestinian groups

in 1989. Besides the killings in Lebanon in 1987 there were rumors that Abu Nidal had

ordered the deaths of 150 of his fighters in Libya where he kept his personal residence.

When Abu Nidal tried to lure Bakr back to his organization in October 1989, Bakr

managed to talk Abu Nidal's personally emissary, Abd al-Rahman Isa, into defecting as

well. In June 1990, forces loyal to Abu Bakr attacked and overran Abu Nidal's

headquarters in Lebanon, killing 80 of the ANO in the process.48

As internecine warfare continued within the ANO, US intelligence gained additional

information on the location of the remaining Abu Nidal loyalists from his former allies in

Eastern Europe. In 1990-1991, Turco went to Eastern Europe to tell the services that they

had a choice, they could hand over what they knew about terrorist organizations or the

US would go after them. He subsequently learned a lot about East German and Czech

support for the Palestinians and the Marxist terrorist groups in Western Europe.49

The search for Abu Nidal cells hit a tragic note in the United States. In the late 1980s

the FBI was observing Abu Nidal sympathizers or operatives in sixteen US cities from

New York to Los Angeles.50 The FBI received permission under the Foreign Intelligence

Surveillance Act to place taps on the telephone of Zein al-Abdeen Hassan Isa, an ANO

fundraising who had brought his family to St. Louis from the West Bank in 1984. The

wiretaps revealed growing domestic tension between Isa and his teenage daughter, Tina.

The young woman was infatuated with a boy at school despite her father's stipulation that

48 Scale, Abu Nidal, pp. 307 - 312; Ihsan A. Hijazi, "Abu Nidal's Rivals Seem to be Gaining; Dissidents
Within Palestinian Militant's Group Now Say They'll Follow Arafat," The New York Times, 24 June
1990.
49 Telcon with Fred Turco, 24 February 2004.
50 Ellen Harris, Guarding the Secrets, p. 16.
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she would have an arranged marriage with a fellow Palestinian. In Isa's eyes the fact of

his daughter's rebellion was made worse by the fact that her boyfriend was black.

As FBI technicians listened, Isa repeatedly threatened the life of his daughter while she

was out of the house. Around midnight on November 6, 1989, he stabbed Tina to death

with the help of his wife, Maria Matias Isa.51

The FBI decided it had to prosecute the Isas. "It was a gut reaction.," recalled

William Sessions who was FBI director at the time.52 "I felt that no parent should ever

get away with killing their child. But this did have an effect on our ability to monitor

these people. But I would do it again."

Over the objections of the CIA, the FBI felt it had to not only arrest the Isas but roll

up their network.5 The precise decision-making by law enforcement in this case and

whether any foreign-policy makers were aware of the dispute with CIA, remains obscure.

On January 28, 1991, 107 police and federal agents entered 8 Arab-owned convenience

stores in the St. Louis City and County and discovered unreported income presumably

destined for ANO coffers.54 In February 1991, the Isas were brought to trial and Justice

Department decided to introduce the wiretaps as evidence. These detections, defections

and deaths did not destroy the ANO, but from 1990-91 it would never again pose a

significant threat to US interests.

The CIA and FBI dispute over how to handle the Abu Nidal cells in the United States

coincided with a particularly difficult moment for Bush administration. On August 2,

1990, Saddam Hussein had invaded Kuwait. After a moment of hesitation, Bush

announced that "this would not stand" and applied the full weight of the US power and

authority on Iraq to withdraw. As it became increasingly unlikely that Hussein would

abandon Kuwait without a fight, the counterterrorism community concluded that Saddam

would likely resort to unorthodox warfare, especially terrorism, to undermine the

coalition arrayed against him. "Iraqi intelligence services and client Palestinian groups

are capable of launching terrorist attacks against US, other Western and moderate Arab

targets at any time," concluded the CIA on January 10, 1991, five days before the end of

52 Interview with Judge William Sessions, 12 December 2003.
53 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004.

51 Ibid, passim.
52 Interview wit'
53 Interview wit
54 Ellen Harris, Guarding the Secrets, pp. 187-193.
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the UN deadline for an Iraqi pullout.55 In the weeks following the deployment of US

troops to Saudi Arabia in the fall, the Iraqis had orchestrated a campaign of threatening

letters and phone calls to US diplomatic and military facilities around the world. Saddam

himself had called for a holy war against the US and the CIA speculated that he was

"keeping the terrorist option in reserve while he attempts to take advantage of

international diplomatic initiatives."56 The CIA assumed that Iraqi intelligence and its

Palestinian allies would "link implementation of their terrorist plans to hostilities in the

Gulf." But the Agency could not rule out the possibility of an attack designed to

accelerate the coming of war. Although Abu Nidal had been thrown out of Iraq in 1983,

there was concern that the ANO had an interest in jumping the gun. "The ANO, for

example, which is dedicated to the destruction of Israel" the CIA warned, "might stage a

major terrorist incident in order to light to fuse of a Middle Eastern war that almost

certainly would include Israel."57

Whether they would occur before or after the start of coalition military operations,

there was a consensus that a rash of terrorist incidents was coming. "If war erupts,

Saddam almost certainly will unleash a major terrorist campaign against Western -

particularly US - interests. Multiple, simultaneous attacks are likely to occur in several

geographic regions - possibly including the United States - in an effort to capture

maximum publicity and sow widespread panic." The CIA had evidence that European as

well as Latin American groups had prepared, independently of Iraq and of each other, to

hit the US targets once war started.58

At no time during the Reagan Administration's three-year war on terrorism had the

US government felt the need to prepare for a terrorist offensive, possible against the

homeland. In late 1990 and early 1991, the CSG discussed measures to protect key

infrastructure. Certain places got additional protection. The bridge between Canada and

the United States received special protection because of the proximity of the large Arab

population in Detroit. Concerned that Arab radicals would target Arab moderates, at

Miller's recommendation the Islamic center in Washington was added to the protected

55 CIA, Terrorism Review, 10 January 1991, CIA FOIA Electronic Reading Room.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
58 Ibid.
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list.59 The FBI was watching many groups who appeared to be planning terrorist incidents

and members of the CSG had to weigh the costs and benefits of treating terrorism as an

intelligence problem rather than a crime. "What if [we know] the terrorists are 778th ready

and an outside event - like the start of a war - triggers the operation [before we have

decided to pick them up?]," Miller recalled as the logic behind the concern.60 Indeed this

may been the reason that the FBI pulled the trigger on the Isa network after the

expiration of the UN deadline.

FBI Director William Sessions was very concerned about the possibility of an Iraqi-

sponsored attack within the United States. Three times, he recalled, Saddam Hussein

saying that he would "take the fight to the enemy."61 Sessions worried a lot about security

for Super Bowl XXV, which was scheduled for January 27 in Tampa, Florida.

Ultimately, FBI sharpshooters would be deployed at the game. To prepare for possible

domestic attacks, Sessions called Scowcroft to ask that the FBI be given some warning

before the air war began. As a result, the Bureau received a three-hour notice: "That was

enough."62

The air war started on January 16 and the ground war followed five weeks later.

Saddam was defeated within 100 hours of the start of the invasion. The predicted wave of

terrorist attacks did not happen. Although Washington now believed it did not need to

worry about the Iraqi intelligence service in the short-run, the successful conclusion of

the war did not bring an end to US concerns about Palestinian extremists. "The threat to

US interests from Middle East Terrorists has declined since the suspension of hostilities,"

reported the CIA on April 4,1991, "but efforts to revolve regional problems and the

militant agendas of extremist groups make terrorist acts against Israeli, moderate Arab,

and US targets possible at any time. The Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ), Hizballah , and

the Abu Nidal organization (ANO) pose the most serious threat to US interests over the

next several months."63 The CIA, however, believed that the jockeying for position in

postwar negotiation would discourage state sponsors from provoking any action from

those terrorist organizations.

Interview with Ambassador David Miller, 13 February 2004.59

60 Ibid.

61 Interview with William Sessions, 12 December 2004.
62 Ibid.
63 CIA, Terrorism Review, 4 April 1991, CIA FOIA Electronic Reading Room.
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It is unknown whether any postmortems were written as to why the US intelligence

community had exaggerated the terrorism capabilities of the Iraqi secret service,

especially within the United States. The CTC's chief recalled the Iraqis as "hoodlums"

not professional intelligence officers.64 "They either had no cells in US or did not

activate them during the Gulf War," Turco remembered.65 The FBI found that Iraq lacked

the kind of network that the Libyans or the Iranians had in the United States and tried to

get the PLO rejectionists to commit acts of terror on Saddam's behalf. The Bureau did

take some action against Iraqi sympathizers in the United States, "but it was never clear

whether these would have become incidents," recalled Revell.66 The most dangerous case

appears to have involved an American scientist who offered his services to the Iraqi

embassy just before Bush delivered the State of the Union address on 29 January 1991.

The scientist, who was later captured, told the Iraqis that he could launch a Sarin gas

attack on Congress.67 There was some Iraqi terrorist planning abroad and US and Allied

services apparently proved very effective in shutting down all of these operations.68 The

most significant overseas case involved a very precise threat to the hotel where General

Norman Schwarzkopf had his headquarters in Riyadh. US military police never caught

the Iraqi operatives but the CIA remained convinced the operation had been planned but

was called off when Schwarzkopf relocated his headquarters. "When you receive

information as specific as this," argued Turco, "it is usually good."69

Solving the Pan Am Puzzle

As Iraq appeared as a terrorist threat another state sponsor from the 1980s became a

renewed concern. This occurred because of a major break in the Pan Am investigation in

1990. In combing the scene of the disaster, the Scots picked up a fragment of a

circuitboard the size of a fingernail. The British thought it might belong to the timing

64 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004.
65 Ibid.
66 Interview with Oliver "Buck" Revell, 31 January 2004.
67 Interview with William Baker, 25 May 2004.
68 Ibid; Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004.

69 Ibid.
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device of the bomb on the plane but could not be sure. When the chief British

investigator came to Washington, DC, for a conference, the FBI requested permission to

share the fragment with another agency.70

The CIA's Special Operations Group, which was now lodged within CTC,

catalogued photographs of various timing devices found around the world. The

handiwork of a bomber was as individual as a fingerprint. When the SOG experts were

shown the electronic fragment, one of the technicians said, "I know that one," and leaned

behind him to pull out a manual of photographs. Within a few moments, he pointed to a

picture of a bomb timing device found in Africa that had been built by the Libyan

intelligence service.71

Although the intelligence community shifted quickly to seeing Libya as the

country that had organized this terrorist attack, it would take the Bush administration

until well into 1991 to respond. Theories abound at the working level as to why the

principals did not react aggressively to the evidence of Gaddafi's guilt. The attack poked

a hole in the logic of the April 1986 strike, which was supposed to have deterred the

Libyan leader from ever targeting US interests again. At the time the new theory reached

the principals, Gaddafi seemed to be attempting to negotiate the same transformation

from terrorist to regional leader as Arafat had done in the 1970s. In the spring of 1990, he

organized a summit of the leaders of Egypt, Syria and the Sudan in Libyan ,ending the

12-year estrangement from Cairo. He also added his voices to calls for Islamic groups to

stop taking hostages and apparently pressured Abu Nidal, who still lived in Tripoli, to

release some French citizens that he had taken hostage in the late 1980s. There were also

rumors that the Texas oil patch had played a role in the decision. Gaddafi used US oil

executives to send messages to the Bush administration about his willingness to seek

some accommodation.

For whatever reason, the administration chose to regard the incident as a crime and

not an act of war as Ronald Reagan had done in reaction to the Libyan attack on the

LaBelle discotheque. The Bush justice department, Assistant Attorney General Robert S.

Mueller, III, in particular, successfully argued for indicting the two Libya intelligence

70 Allen Gerson and Jerry Adler, The price of Terror: The Lessons of Lockerbie for a World on the Brink,
NY: HarperCollins, 2001. p.88.
71 Interview with Fred Turco, 7 February 2004.
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officers who could be linked to the crime. David Miller at the NSC disagreed with

Mueller. He asked Mueller why these two men should be brought to trial as if they had

acted independently of their government. Mueller dismissed the argument joking with

Miller that he was "further right than Genghis Khan."72 The CIA and the British MIS also

disagreed with turning it into a criminal case.73 The decision, however, was

made at a much higher level than the CSG or its British equivalent.

"They Had Not Rung Our Bell Yet"

The Abu Nidal case had created some tension between the CIA and the FBI. The

two agencies viewed these cases very differently. Fred Turco did not blame his

colleagues Revell or Baker but he wondered whether the essential problem for the FBI

was that its principal customers were not in Washington but were any army of district

attorneys spread across the country whose job was to score prosecutions.74 There seemed

to be a deep institutional divide between the CIA and the FBI that complicated

cooperation. The fact that the FBI was a law enforcement agency meant that there were

certain things it could not share with the FBI. The CIA's weekly terrorism review never

included FBI information and the FBI's own terrorism summary could not be shared with

CIA. The FBI's terrorism summary included information on US persons and grand jury

information, categories of intelligence that by law could not be shared with the US

government's foreign intelligence service. It was these FBI restrictions, as much as the

institutional secrecy of the Directorate of Operations, that prevented the CTC from

becoming the "counterterrorism fusion center" that the Bush Task Force had

recommended in 1986. "We had a dysfunctional relationship with the FBI," recalled

Turco, "but it seemed to be good enough."75

Before Turco, Revell and Baker left the scene a case occurred which might have

alerted them to the tremendous danger posed by these institutional obstacles. On

72 Interview with Ambassador David Miller, 13 February 2004.
73 Interview with Fred Turco, 7 February 2004.
74 Ibid.
75 Ibid.
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November 5,1990, El-Sayyid Nosair killed Jewish extremist Meir Kahane in the Marriott

East Side Hotel in Manhattan. In the words of Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon, this

was "the first killing of the Terror."76 Nosair and his associates from the Farouq Mosque

in Brooklyn werejihadists whose goal was a holy war against the West, particularly the

United States. They had international connections, hi 1990, Nosair would help find a US

home for Sheik Omar Ahmad Abdel Rahman, a spiritual leader of the Moslem

Brotherhood in Egypt who had inspired islamicists to kill Anwar Sadat in 1981. hi 1993,

these men from the Farouq Moscque would try to bring down the World Trade Center

with a huge bomb.

The CIA knew who Sheikh Rahman was, but did not know he had entered the

United States.77 "The Kahane murder and the Nosair case never came on my radar

screen," recalled Fred Turco.78 The CTC lacked the personnel to do much work on the

Moslem Brotherhood. "The Moslem Brotherhood had a long history of terrorism,"

explained Turco, "but they had not rung our bell yet."79 With only a couple of hundred

analysts, CTC had to engage in some triage and tragically it hardly had enough personnel

to cover all of the groups that had already bloodied the country without watching

potential terrorist enemies of the US. The fact that the Greek Revolutionary Organization

174 November had killed a CIA officer and some military personnel meant that it received

analytical and operational resources, whereas the Moslem Brotherhood did not. In

retrospect, Turco wondered about how the US government might learn how to predict

when a terrorist group would "go high order."80 In other words, when resources are an

issue, how best can the service choose which potential threats to follow.

The FBI knew very little about Sheikh Rahman, the so-called 'blind sheikh,' and

did not link him to Nosair and the others until after the first attack on the World Trade

Center. Revell called the Assistant Special Agent in Charge in New York City after
O 1

Kahane died to ask whether there was an international terrorism dimension to the case.

The FBI representative in New York said no. "I should not have been satisfied with his

76 Daniel Benjamin and Steven Simon, The Age of Sacred Terror: Radical Islam's War Against America,"
NY: Random House, 2002, pp. 3-7.
77 CIA, Terrorism Review, CIA FOIA Electronic Reading Room.
78 Interview with Fred Turco, 5 February 2004.
79 Telcon with Fred Turco, 15 February 2004.
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81 Interview with Oliver "Buck" Revell, 31 January 2004.
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answer that there wasn't." But Nosair did not fit the pattern of what they had been seeing.

In retrospect Revell blamed himself "We saw this with Hezbollah. This was an Islamic

movement that was talking about inflicting casualties for its own sake." Revell would

also blame the system within the FBI. His man in New York had bureaucratic reasons to

want to look at this as an Arab-Israeli revenge killing that would be prosecuted as a

simple crime. In 1988, a controversy over the FBI's collection of information about a US

pro-El Salvadoran leftwing group, Committee in Solidarity with the People of El

Salvador (CISPES), had landed the FBI in trouble with the US Congress and the media.

Without higher authorization an FBI officer had collected public information on the

activities of CISPES.82 According to the Attorney General Guidelines established by

Edward Levi in 1976, the FBI could not open a file on a US person without evidence that

a crime had been committed or was in the process of being committed. The Privacy Act

stipulated that the FBI could not collect information on anyone for whom there was no

existing file. The effect of this was that the FBI could not open a file on the activities of

the Farouq Mosque without a criminal predicate. The FBI representative in New York

who had seen the harm that was done to the careers of the agents directly involved in the

CISPES case decided not to make trouble for himself. Well before the Nosair case,

Revell was well aware of these investigative problems but in the early 1990s, his sense

was that "we had managed to cope well despite them."83

There would be no structural changes to the US counterterrorism system, both domestic

and foreign, in the four years of Bush 41. The President seemed to be satisfied with the

system as it existed in the wake of his Vice Presidential Task Force. After the Gulf War,

Bush did sign one NSD on US port security that reflected sensitivity to at least one of the

gaps in homeland security discovered in the course of his Task Force's 1985-87 reviews

of US counterterrorism.84 But there was no catalyst to encourage a hard look at the

broken intersection of US foreign and domestic security. The FBI's blindness to the

implications of the Nosair case was proof of how little the Bureau understood the costs of

82 Ibid; Interview with Judge William Webster, 10 December 2003.
83 Ibid.
84 NSD 57, "US Port Security Program," 7 May 1991, GHWBL.
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the restrictions on domestic intelligence. The CIA's ignorance of the case was proof that

the Agency did not realize the importance of the materials that FBI did not share with it,

because of its institutional culture and the laws which established a keen division

between domestic and foreign information. These were issues skated over by the Task

Force because no real threat seemed to exist against the US homeland. In the absence of

that threat none of the agencies had an interest in upsetting the delicate relationships they

had established with each other.

During the 1988 campaign, Steven Emerson, a reporter for US News and World

Report got hold of a copy of the classified section of NSDD-207 and concluded after

interviewing various experts that "fewer than half of the 42 classified recommendations

have been ever implemented."85 In mid-October 1988 Emerson called the Vice

President's office asking for an explanation. The reporter said that it was his conclusion

that the Task Force report "reflected[ed] effort to make Big Splash but no real

commitment."86 On background, Emerson was told that his sources were wrong. Admiral

Holloway had revisited all of the recommendations in March-April 1987 and found that

they had either been implemented or were "of a continuing nature."87 Emerson went
oo

ahead with his story anyway, entitling it "Bush's toothless war against terrorism."

The fate of the piece, which ended with an anonymous "senior counterintelligence

expert" opining that "[T]he report was a farce," showed how far counterterrorism had

slipped down the national agenda.89 The story had no legs. Not only did it not become a

campaign issue, but no one in the press, even after the Inauguration, bothered to check

whether Emerson's charges were true. As president, George Bush's leadership would be

judged on many criteria. But his effectiveness in counterterrorism would not be one of

them. International terrorism would not figure at all in the 1992 election. The issue of

counterterrorism in general had slipped from the National Agenda.

85 Notes of Telephone Conversation, 17 October 1988, 6:25 p.m., Vice President's Press Office, Press
Office Files, Task Force on Terrorism. [DA/ID 14970], GHWBL.
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Burying William Buckley

At the end of December 1991, Hizb'allah released its last American hostage,

Terry Anderson and the bodies of William Buckley and Lt. Colonel William Higgins.90

The denouement of this seven-year ordeal for the surviving hostages, the American

people and the US government had come following the end of the Gulf War. In a futile

bid to curry favor with Iran, Saddam Hussein had handed the Daw'a prisoners to the

Iranians after he took Kuwait in August 1990. The war that followed delayed the effect of

the release of the Daw'a prisoners on the fate of the hostages. But in May 1991, Iran

resumed its efforts to release the Westerners. Hizb'allah resisted until it was assured of its

political survival in the new Lebanese political order being brokered by Iran and Syria.

91Hizb'allah's chief ally in Teheran, Mohstashemi did not stand in the way of releasing

the Americans. By August 1991 he had become chairman of the Defense Committee of

the Iranian Majlis and apparently no longer felt he needed to obstruct Rafsanjani's

foreign efforts, at least not those involving the Western hostages.92 That August, Edward

Tracy, the first US hostage to be released since April 1990, went home and by the end of

the year they had all been liberated.

The return of Buckley's remains was especially poignant. It was his capture more

than any other event that had prompted the US government to begin organizing itself for

a war on international terrorism. His burial signaled the end of that first war. hi the

months that followed the cadre of aggressive counterterrorism officers who had rallied to

the cause at CIA and FBI retired or moved to other official responsibilities. With them

went much of the institutional memory of the failures and success - and the reasons for

both - in the 1984 -1991 period. A decade later those lessons would be needed by the

nation again. Tragically it would take the attacks of September 11 to probe that earlier

period and see how its weaknesses foreshadowed later, more painful national events.

90 David Binder, "CIA Officer's Body Returned from Beirut," The New York Times, 28 December 1991.
91 CIA, Terrorism Review, 27 June 1991, CIA FOIA Electronic Reading Room.
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